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By WILLARD LUCE
Blanding, Utah
Winner of first prize in Desert Magazine's March photographic contest
is a photograph of a Navajo mother
and children at their hogan home.
Taken with a Ciroflex camera, 1/50
sec, f:16. Panatomic X film.

By L. Ph. BOLANDER, Jr.
San Francisco, California
Second prize winner in the monthly amateur contest shows one of the
unusual butte formations east of
Bryce canyon, Utah. Taken with a
Rolliecord camera. Eastman XX film.
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• Claire Meyer Proctor, who took the
photograph of the Night-Blooming
Cereus for this month's cover, shares her
hobby of "knowing and living with the
Southwest" with her husband, R. C.
Proctor, Phoenix dentist. Their major
project is to make a photographic survey
of the entire state of Arizona. They have
built a picturesque pueblo style home in
Phoenix and have turned the grounds
into a typical desert.
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• Congratulations to Lieut. Hulbert
Burroughs, former DESERT writer, who
recently was commissioned in the Western war zone. A late issue of the Air
Force Magazine carried one of his articles. Hulbert enlisted in the army in
January, 1942, and has been doing special photographic work, based in the
Hawaiian Islands.
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LOST MINES

Don Joaquin a n d His Gold Mine
By JOHN D. MITCHELL

• Cpl. Rand Henderson, who left DESERT staff to enlist in the U. S. marine
corps, is now attached to the Amphibian
Tank Battalion, Oceanside, California.
He has been doing advanced work in the
signal battalion of the radio division.
His training was received in Utah, at
Treasure Island and San Diego.

• Sgt. George Bradt, who tells DESERT
readers this month about his unique experience in training a hawk, will soon
describe some of the desert rodents
which he has studied and photographed.

• Last month Marshal South told about
the beginnings of their printing press,
but he did not tell about one of the "publishing" phases of the South family
which we have just discovered. In limited number they are turning out beautifully designed and executed desert cards,
hand-blocked and hand-painted watercolor. The imprint bears this legend,
"Printed by hand-press in the desert by
Marshal, Tanya, Rider, Rudyard and
Victoria South." One of these days, when
they are again established in a permanent
desert home, they probably will produce
enough of these cards for all those desert
friends who want them as souvenirs or
gifts.

Long M a n , b y WILLIAM CARRUTHERS
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We want our DESERT readers to receive every issue of their magazine. But
we cannot give them this assurance if we
are not notified of a change of address
by the fifth of the month. Paper restrictions prevent our supplying duplicate issues to those who have failed to let us
know their new address before DESERT
is mailed each month. If you are going
to move and your address is uncertain,
please ask us to HOLD your copies for
you until you can furnish an address.
We'll be glad to cooperate in every way
possible—but henceforth we shall be unable to supply extra copies when we have
not received proper notice by the fifth
of the month.
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U a
By BYRON DE BOLT

The rippled sands move forward grain by grain,
To slowly hide a skull and scattered bones;
They creep and shift from where they long have
hi in

To bare a cache of opal studded stones;
And drifting on they cover cactus bloom—
The bright is lost within the dry and dull.
The wind reweaves upon her desert loom
And then reveals the whitened bones and skull.
To those who live with suffering is known
That Life uncovers secrets hidden long,
And buries cherished things that we would
own—
Reveals unpleasantness and much of wrong,
But with its evil, good is also shown
To turn our hearts from grief to happy song!

—Photo by Louise C. Rutz

DESERT BLOOM
By ELLA MACK W R A Y

NEVADA MOUNTAINS

WAR AND THE DESERT

San Jose, California

By MIRIAM O T T MUNSON

By DEAN TAYLOR SMITH

I loved them all—the desert moon,
The Pinon tree, the sandy dune,
But most of all the lovely pink
Of cactus bloom—but just to think,
I said, how soon the flower will sere
And dune and tree will still be here;
Then looking at the desert sky
Beheld the tints float slowly by
And knew the desert cactus proud
Had bloomed for me in rosy cloud.

Port Kennedy, Pennsylvania
Ten thousand and ten thousand years
These towering hills have stood
Rearing aloft their mighty heads
In noble brotherhood:
Theirs is the strength of ages
Since ever Time began,
Theirs is that primal silence
Unspoiled by voice of man;
The high stars are their sisters,
The winds their brothers four
That bring to them old wisdom
From some far unchanging shore.
The earth's first radiant dawnlight
Still holds them in a mist
Of beryl, flame and amber,
Of gold and amethyst;
The calm of ageless twilights
Lies on each regnant face
Where mystery and beauty
Have their abiding place;
The voice that stilled vast waters
Speaks through the purpling light—
The silent mountains listen,
Alone with God and night.
Copyright 1942 Miriam Ott Munson.

THE CERTAIN THINGS
By MABEL G. AUSTIN

Twentynine Palms, California
Where once there was only the call of the quail
There is now the roar of the tanks.
Where once there was only a lizard's trail,
The half-track claws the banks.
Where once the eagle and condor soared
Soft riding the thermals' rise,
In screaming dive comes the man-made bird
Profaning our silent skies.
But the desert is older, a million years,
Than the puny plans of men,
And time and wind heal scars and fears
And quiet will brood again.

NOCTURNE
By GLADYS I. HAMILTON

Mancos, Colorado
The pinyon trees were inky black
Against the silver sky;
The saddle leather creaked a tune;
The stars were faint and high.
The prairie grass swayed in the breeze
That swept across the lea;
The moon played court to the evening star
And you made love to me!

MY PET?
By FRANCES COCHRANE

Iowa Park, Texas
These are the things that I would not forget—
Exquisite beauty and the crimson flow
That lingers where the golden sun has set
And rimmed the clouds with brilliant afterglow.
These are the things—the certain things—the
sky
So deeply blue and starred with mystery,
The dawns that come and go, the wings that
fly.
The mountain's torrent, flowing toward the sea.
These vast unchanging things I would behold,
Remembering the wonders of them all;
And in surrender harvests will unfold
Their priceless gifts, along the rise and fall
Of man. Eternal gifts, that never pass away—
As lasting for tomorrow, as for today.

Parker Dam, California
Scorpy wasn't a desert rat, he wasn't a dog, nor
was he a cat
He didn't have wings and he didn't have fur
He couldn't bark and he couldn't purr.
Scorpy showed up most everywhere, he was
under the bed
He was under each chair.
He hid in the pans in the kitchen sink, he was
in the
Water we had to drink.
Scorpy carried a poison dart, he could give a
sting that would
Burn and smart
He tormented others in having his fun, for
Scorpy was
Really a scorpion.

SO SIMPLE

CREED OF THE DESERT

By M. M.

BURTON

Alhambra, California
Why should I speak of
Mountain peaks and purple mists
And.sunlight on the golden sand,
When all I want to say is:
"Ain't the desert grand?"

By J U N E LEMERT PAXTON

Yucca Valley, California
Lady moon, with graceful wrist,
Strums the chords on a silver disc
While the old, old story that lovers tell
Is told to the sage by the chaparral.

GHOST FLOWER
(Mobavea

conjertiflora)

By MAY EVELYN SKILES

Santa Paula, California
A specter flower bluely white
Blossoming in desert air;
Scarcely seen by day or night,
Phantom flower, do you care?
Do you dread a gorgeous bloom
When you know of loss and doom?
Bones of man and bones of beast . . .
Did you pale at carrion feast?
Ghost flower, who gave you name?
Blooming near the paintbrush flower,
Do you know in these bleak lands
Of buried lives in desert sands?
Ah, ghost flower, still you bloom,
Reaching up above the gloom,
Tinged with blue and not all white,
Your corolla without blight.
•
•
•

DESERT NIGHT
By EVELYN HAWKINS

St. George, Utah
Slowly the sunlight rises from the desert
And lets the purple shadows have their way;
As down among the marching minarets
The twilight plays.
Soon now the night will come
Drink up the purple and the gold,
Wrapping with blackest velvet
The secrets that the desert holds.
The moon, a golden orb in limpid light
Will rise majestically in the sky—
Guard closely this enchanted land
And watch the shadows grow, then die.
The sobbing haunted voice—
The night wind of this magic land
Will play with voices from eternity,
And whisper soft caresses to the sand.
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The Gavilan would stand firmly on my well-gloved fist, clutching it with steely talons.

Winged Hunter of the Desert
The unusual story of how a hawk was trained from babyhood in the
ways oi a falcon is told here by George Bradt. Taken from his yucca-tree
nest northeast of El Paso, Texas, when he was a little ghost-like fledgling
Gavilan, as he was christened, received his entire care and training from
the young army photographer, whose hobby is training birds in the ancient art of falconry.
By GEORGE McCLELLAN BRADT
C? ARLY last May, for the fifth consecutive spring, a familiar irresistible desire led my thoughts desertward. I wanted again to experience the inr
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describable thrill of seeing high in the desert sky a keen-eyed raptor fold its swift
wild wings and dive earthward to return
to my gloved fist when I called it.

While the true, mountain-loving falcons would not, I knew, be found nesting
on the rolling mesquite and yucca covered
desert north and east of El Paso, I did hope
to locate the nest of one of the less dashing, but equally expert, buteonine hawks
such as the great Red-tail or slender Swainson. And I knew it was only during spring,
when young hawks are still in the nest
that a bird could be secured for training
without the elaborate and time-consuming
efforts required to capture an adult.
Since the tall tree-yuccas, so abundant

